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1 INTRODUCON bane andl raphibes; 
Since Its beginning, this program has been.poanored 
This is the sixth Iaies ofProgvess reports do- bytheiisonO SpaceNuclear lS'atems.of the. DottedvaM ocarb.on 9M.. , cldovelopmot,, tn Ara. oner, CA o..thoghte soocgrpie eerc 
in LASL Group CMF-I3, and suninarizcs cork done dor- NucearPropulsionOffice MorereccntIysdditanalgM­
lg the months of May Juno andJuly, 1068 It should ora supart or tasio beenproved by adtional er­
be understood that in such a report many of the data oral suprt for it has been provide] by the National Act­
oau'tic aeStnd theOffice ofSpaceAdati/straion, tilhjgiven are preliminary Incomplete, and subject to d-vAnd Spac ane om ' t . ie oi 
rection and that many of the oinions and conclusions upp r andt ehioan ndec in­e or ta 
stated are tentative and subject to change This report direct subort thse blance oe Uenctegamentro­
is Intended only toprovide up-to-date backound infor- sded by lank of tee agencies of &a Une Suites 
natUonto those who shire the Interests of the progr.s .t are gratfly 
described In it, and should not bequo ,dor used as A 
reference publicly or in print U CMF-23 STAT-OF-THEARI GRAPHIr, 
Research and development on carbon aM graphite Lot AAQI Is a relatively large sample of an extruded, 
wer undrtakuen by CMr-la prinvartly to incre asuder resin-heeded graphitesiauaiae InClip-I primarlystaling of their proprties and behavior as engineering to (1) Demonstrate the usefulnes of the ma.afacbsrtng 
mumy Js M y the 1 t1aterials,.tm. techniques deeloed be ClP-3 12) Exlore the p oM of I d, r ri npr....
used Intheir manufacture, ax! to learnhowtopeduee ies andbehdvaorofagcodp iutteorthl. tpe ()Pz.
 
them with coisistent, prelictable, useful comnbnations vide Abue-lte against which to compare future graiote. 
of Properties he apo ach taken Is 1li.stnturaltn which filter, binder, andmanufaturing procedures ar 
based on statyand characterization of natural, comber- varied systeailcaly 
clial, and experimental carbons an grahites by such materials and aacture and man of theThe raw ua 
teue.as x-ray diffractin, electron and opti. lm- properties of AAQI gratitehave been decribedl In pre-Mon SMrospy,orosin etry Physical and mechanical vios In this series i - reort . s end additonal informa­
properties are measured as fuctidons of fomulation, den collected sine e last such report (LA-3932-MS) 
treatment, and environmental variables, and correlation was written have beensummarzed inA topical report on 
are sought among properties andstrctures flaw mater- AAQI graite mw being prpred In anticipation of that 
hat and manufacturing techniques are investgated, Ina- report, vorkrecently toneonLet AAQI will be reported 
proved and varied systematically In an effort to create here only incidentallypeciflc internal structures believed to be responsible 
for desirable combinatons of properties Praptfeed­
back of information among these activities then makes 
posible prgres Inall of them towrd their oommon 
goal of uederstanding and improvin, ranuactured .... 
3 
I 
III 	 RAW MATSIUAIS 
A 	 Solid Materials (H D Lewis)law 
Starl-Farcle Statistics 
A 7094 computer program FININT has beenwritten 
for .,alysis of "sie-dltrbutic'datausingthe -
Interval r'Aon-ft-taconal I model It will be the basic 
routine for data Analysis andmixtare calculations for 
system, which Are not well represented by the log-normal 
C'fenetiaalw ) model and for attempts to synthesf log-
normal diatribttocs by mixing con-log-nrmal ystacs 

The INRlT program will badile Anyeuaer of daa 
set, each consisting oaamanalsum of 20 subsets, with 
each subset consistingof data from a maximum of a a. 

plea u repcat e on a gavenmaterial Usmg 'olace-
freation weoght, or weilht-fracton vs size' dat it 
compute for ch sample the following thti-momeat 
wee ea, d ne
sttstics nil l arfane 
d3 coefficientofvaation C d The variahle 

size, d5.t3nsf°Wpoedtoxllgd aall, s ad 

Sare computed Volume-fraction or weiht-fraction 

variates are.Os tr formed to relive frequencyand 

.zg cvd *2 sad 1(1 1
~l. ...
 
ad' ld Cd' A A'~ peifi surfae are' cal­catebd ' BA"Flrally the data are poled for each set acd the 
set 
•ear-te Ocsalcolzeedes avraed stvaiue no 
programas written to hasdlepareimetry as well As 
flehc. ize dat, 
The CO FVAtR program, to compute CVd as a ftsc-
ien of compostlion In mixtuars Ofpowders, has also been 
modified to treat finite-Interval data For any desired 
Aonupof beacly combnations of averaged etdata fromths lutIsT program ltwillcorPote CVd, OVd3 , x 
0. 	 - - . I 1traviolet 
Sd 3 , a andx~attwt~mlnreintervals This set 
distrihus . of filler mixtures Jithmix behavior Incx-
trulee or pressing seadwit properties of the flninhed 
cartosnor graphite 
2 haractrizaion of Cabot CarbonBlack 
A sample of CTF-13 Lot T-B carbon black, a ther-
mal black clanufact red by Cabot Corporatinand identi-fled asSatrlg FT grade wasdispersed ultrasonically 
and exaated in the oltran microscope It consisted of 
essentially spharical partiles, most of which were inthe 
range 0 1 W0 2n da A large proporion of these were 
algped It lung, twisng, s...ialy single-e chains, 
which "old be difficult tWclasifyas "agglomeaes" 
An optical partile-SIe count, maOe on twoelectron 
merapphs at 22,000 X, gave the dataa d cmpi e 
sarplostatisticssbown Fig I Beumaueofthediffi­
culty of identifying agglomerates ad the relatively small 
number of particle clusters present which appeared really 
tobe egglorerates, soaglomerAte-size countwas at­
tempted Mon aid moat prbahie particle diametr acd 
variance were all Appreciably smaller thanfor P33 T!er­
max carbon lck which wasdescribed in -3932-M 
Heat treatment of a Amall sample of Sterling FT car.­
bonblacklnaraphlite crosibleat2820chaed the 
shapesoftheparties frmsphericaltopalyhedral, with 
well-developed facetns This is believed tWindicate the 
developmentofa qutewell-graphitzed internal strutre 
B 	 Liquidlaw Materils (E e Wewerka) 
1 	Stabilities of uroryl Alcohol Resins 
Some of the experimental furfuryl alcohol resins syn-
theslzd In CMF-13have been observed to Increase In 
viscositywith time Improved methods of neutralizing
the polymertation catalyst have increased their stahllit, 
considerably However some changes in viscosAy verthe first weekof storage are stlllobserved 
Gel PereatbonChomaterby (GPC) 
Several aewsets of GPC oilmnaw have been ueedto 
analyze standard resin samples in order to determine the 
combination ef colhmns mot useful for exanmnation of 
materiel. ofinterest here The set finally chosen con-
siste Of5 oolimns having, In order, naximum pore diem-
eter. of 3 A 103,500, 20. 250, AraOX Although 
200 
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oS 
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Fig I Sample Data and Statlatis, Sterling FT Carboa Black, CMF-13 LotT-8 
othcr combinations of coluns gae better resolution ol relatively able in Solutionothercatetiaticofao lcalculatedbetersrsoaueragedrea svalues soTtie 
the lower molecular weight spectes in frfurylalcohol 
resin, this set was thought to give better over-all re-
suits considering especially the higher molecular weight 
region 
3 	 Door-Aceeoor Coplexes 
A studyof donor-acceptr comnplexeshas beenunder-
taken The aed visible spectra of tetrysne-
ethylene (TONE) in methanol, acetenitrile, methylene 
chloride andacetone have been investigated A number 
of anomalous effects have been observed with the latter 
three solvents Spectroscopl data show rapid band 
hangis, lndieting that decomposition of the TNE mey 
be oocurrnlg 
The spectra of butyl vinyl ether (BVE) have also been 
investiated In a number of solvente It appears to be 
A mixture of 104I BVE andIC iMTONE in moth­
aol gave no spectral evidence of theformation of a donor­
accepter complex The component materials will be care­
before investigation
fullypurified this Is continaed
 
4 FrurvlAlcohol-Frmaldehde Coovmers 
"m~oseries of furfunyl alcohol-formaldehyde copoly­
mor resins have been synthesized, one with a 2 1 ratio 
of furfuryl alcohol to formahldbde andle other with a 
1 2 ratio Each series Included resins of several differ­
ent viscosites A fewof the resIns have been charaer­
Iz,4 by GPC, gas ehromatograiy andinfrared spee t a­
coW, and a sample of each be. hen cred bakedand 
raphuticd to determine carbon resdue and degree of 
graphitization in the absence of filler 
A representative resIn from each series has been 
4 5 
TAXLE I TABLE 2 
EFFECTS OF REPEATED FLUID ENERGY GRINDINGON SCREEN-SIZE ANALYSIS OF NEEDLE COKE SAMPLE STATISnCS FROM MICROMEROGAPH DATA, GROUND NEEDLE COKE 
Feed Cumulative Weitht %Coarser Than 
Grind Rate 710 , 350 177p 88. FIneness 2 
SNt Lfbr (#25) p#45) (9801 (0170) 41,. 21. 10 u an %<Sn .23 dv 
Samp x x micron micron micro 2 CVdRaw Feed .-- 0 7 30 0 500 70 1 91 7 04 0 96 0 9608 3 2 T(CN)-1 3 5062 1 7409 
-1 7165 79 574 0 429 0 866T(CN)- 48 1 5 60 11 5 23 7 52 7 	 2 16966 7 78 1 4 5 15 52 T(OOP-2 2 0507 11020 -0 7005 22 237 0 015 1 30 1 418
-2 4 2 0 0 3 0 8 2 7 11 8 30 7 54 1 70 9 29 1 
T(0N)-3 1 913-a a 02 00 20 244 580 414 0 56612 0 23291 9 156 1 67 2 137 0 873 
-4 110 trace T(CN)-4 1 6804 0 4490 0 3334 6 719 1 747 1 730 trace 9 8 44 1 55 9 0 752 
-5 260 0 3 3 34 6 65 4 T(CN0-5 1 6005 040581 0 3826 6 068 1 796 1 6143 0 708 
-6 2006 270O 71 0 T(CN)- 1 0103 0 3975 0 3178 5 524 1 676 1 371 0 699 
-7 20trace 20 3 74 7 T(CN)-7 1 4895 04039 0 2779 5 428 1 616 1 299 0 705 
-5 2 0 0 214 7006 T(C)-8 1 4940 9 3834 0 3421 5 398 1 706 1 362 0 684 
CNP-
TABLE 3 
SURFACE AREA SAMPLE STATISICS, GROUND NEEDLE COKE 
2mixed witha graphite filler having a large crystallite bide Corporatlon, was reduced by a series ofcrushings SW , n /g a d Fuzziness Raio" 
size andpressed into discs for determination of the do- in a Jaw mill anda hammer mill to . particle-size distr i- ak BET micron microna 

a.co of graphitisatlon which occurs 
 in tee presence of bution similar to tat used In previous fluld-energ fine­
filler The same two resins have been used as binders grinding experiments In this condlton Itwasidenifled CN-1 0 201 5 29 0 42 0 03 26 10
 
for the fsbr/ieaon of extruded reds tUsin,the sne filler as Lot CNP-4 This material was ehnground in 8su- T(CN)-2 038 10 Of 0 815 0 262 28 22
 
mix and manufactoring coriltions usedto produce Lot cessiva passes through the Tost flid-energ mill te T(ON)-3 0 545 18 90 1 075 0 150 34 07
 
AAQI The poperties of rods made with shecopolymor prodect of te first passbeing Identified as T(CN)-I,tat T(CN0-4 0 060 22 06 1 747 0 125 14 18
 
will be compared direcily with those madewithVercum of the second passas T(C)-2, etc Screen analyses of T(050-5 0 700 
 23 07 1 700 0 120 31 81 
a-asia. the grinding produot arc listed In TableI Micromera- I 	 T(CN)-7 0 781 24 79 1 616 0 114 31 74
 
T(C30-8 0770 20 81 1 700 0 110 33 51
The Sower molecularweightcompeais of several graph analyses InTable 2, and surface are analyses in
 
of the cotymer resln 
 have been separated from the Table 3 In Table 3, the "SW Cal. " is specific surface 
fc Astudyofteanbilityof area calculated from crmerogaph sample sallics, needle cokeareplotted re similar to tat of the high-expansionIn Fia 2 as functions of number of difficulty 
I chromatography co]. separate these fractions ". BET' is that measured by nitrogen adsorption, and
into pare compenentehas begun If this separation can the "Fu~zrlnss Ratio" is the ratio of te two d is aofpsetrohtiefldcrv llTeridn k
 
be made, the sompaneat b,"ureonpimnsa~b~a On"Fuer... RU.- I On.0.ofthewea I .behavior
will be sealyal further by in- mea. paUrtil diameter (Stakcs effective diameter) ala-	 is generally similar to tIat Ofseveral other raw Tale. 2 shows monotonic docreamaorls peviously siatd t t smelter- foscese asss ootnede coes in age and ho the ill, 
fra d spectromeity, nuckar magnetic resoa nce, or lated 	 a.ifrom Micromcr- aphdata, and d is thecalculated nce. Thtsi,n o.,inffre , trelative fi nenessp 	 rai- as e Ina2 Omaho t thdeesting differeces Ths nFg rltv iees ad s rpd dcrease [na~ tehough the fistthree pse
pectromiy diameter of monOalized spheres which would have tee same 
.weill. surlamere.OR t eaured byDiRon d.rp- vsnumber of grinding pas-e ,s plotted forthe T(Na) This behavior is different from that of either thecommer-
IV E)CPERTMENYRI GAPHIT MANUFACTURE ioe d is ot a 	 series of orED.nith-tcparleIn h. erie.ank.  usefulample statisti¢, of natural grtFhltoflour, the T(YBF) series .CT graphite which have be 
apparently thelag-normmlhow.us. it ag ccued using commercial polycrystallie graphites, andthe TPICTE) discussed in earlier reports , this series (LA-3821-MS, 
A rindineResearch at- J tmoresesa) atpproximation distributions whichactually series of high-expansion cokos as well as for T(CN) LA-3872-MSfar samnple andLA-39132-MlS) 
were truncated at both extremes T[hesmall chang. in needle coke Initially theneedle coke grinds more easily Crystalline parameters of the grinding feed and of I Grnn of Co ee1Needle oke uggests at nin didOt lfi-	 than either the cosrmeral graphite or the high-expect- siveral of to ground producs wero measu.red by x-ray 
A sample of CMF-13 Lot C-i. a lump edleWine costly change the surface character of the particles toncoke Howvor, aftera few pascan through e mill dffraction anda listed inLabde 4 No significant 
peelsgasd from Crle. pooduct. Division of bidon Car- Specific surface area ssdrelative flnontsm of the c 
graphite to grind further, and maybe approaching a do- in intorplamar spacing ' re produced by grindingd002 
41 7 
TABLESTABLE 4 
PROPERTIES OF HOT-MOLDED, PITCH-BONDED GRINDING PRODUCTSCRYSTALLINE PARAMETERS 
OF TROST-MILLED NEEDLE COKE Filler Bulk Density, CchangeVo Yotag's Compressive Crystalline3 stal  
Specimen Filler Fineesou a/m Baked to Modulus Strength
100 	 Doelsf io Lc(A) I002 (A) No Used %,Be Baked Graph Graph 0 s00 pox "opieinatond 02  ____ M
 
In*S32 a5 A CP(IICTE)2 4 7 1 487 1 695 -10 7 0 92 7 645 1 00-1 02 <0 1
 
e 
o CNP-4 413 3144
 
to 55e B T(I5CTE)-I 9 3 1 680 1 820 -17 7 1 19 12,166 1 00-1 01 <0 3
 
SPECIFIC SURFACE T(° .2 40 6 44 	 C T(I5CTE)-i 27 0 1 570 1 883 -20 1 --- 20, 804 1 00-1 02 <0 I CrackedO .70 	 2415LE TO RIGIC) O-40014
 
S TO RI )T(CN)-
 300 44 	 D T(IICTE)-I1 40 7 1 544 1 844 -20 4 1 82 --- 1 09 0 71 Creked 
0T 44 	 E T(ICTE)-14 60 2 1 057 1 859 -20 4 --- --- 1 21 1 02 Cracked 
31,s Is' T(CM)-8 39 3 44 F T(IiCTE)-17 74 1 1 554 1 847 -10 9 1 81 21,578 1 15 0 87 Cracked 
to-FINENESS To 
en~G-(SQLE TO LEFT) I- 2 
,so ihenceOloTenk.36A CNP-4 3 2 1 695 1 620 2 8 0 46 1,478 1 81 20
 
u- - - .0 The ndl. coke CD T(CN)-2 is 5 1 742 731 -0 8 14 3,620 2 84 3 0
 
-40 The grinding feed eandseveralof the ground products 	 C T(CN-2 20 1 1 714 1 746 -3 2 1 87 6.310 2 39 4 8 
10 	 0 were also excatind by both optical end electron micros- D T(CN3 414 1000 1700 -5, 228 7,0o3 330 00 
o F T(CN)-5 05 4 1 686 1 703 -5 7 2 68 7,757 3 64 7 5 Cracked 
In- 1 2 1 4 0 $ 1 is micostatenturc excted of a noodle oke with relatively T(CN)-8 76 G 1 691 1 773 -6 0 2 84 9 951 3 83 8 1 
GRIND NUMBER long straight sections of 'grain" To larger particles 
Fig 2 Relsatce Fineness and Specific Surface Area of contained many internal voids of o e cleavage fracture 37 A GP(N)-8 2 3 2 072 1 952 +4 4 1 02 1,531 2 02 3 2
 
Needle Coke Series T(CN) as Functions of Number of B T(Na)-I 22 6 1 964 1 897 .2 1 1 20 6,807 3 45 7 0
 
Fluid-Enero' Grinding Passe type Typically these were long and straight, and fre- C T(Na)-1 22 0 1 84 1 887 +1 1 0 8,807 3 45 7
 
quently they occurred in parallel sets During grinding 
T(Na)-3 82 3 1 924 1 874 +1 1 	 3 23 9,083 3 G7 7 2fracture occurred preferentially through such Ioids, pro-	 D 
E TfNa)-4 020 010 1872 +10 323 0454 345 72 
a progressive reduction in void content and a progressive F T(Na)-5 082 1004 3850 +13 327 9,827 337 71 
ducing aelcular smaller particles As a result ahero was 
I I ,I I , Iincrease in particle aelcularity as grinding continued 1 39 A GP(Py)-* 1 7 1 901 1 777 +68 	 ... ... Delandated 
TSIParticles under about OOapdia had little Internal pomir B T(Py)1 11 7 1 910 1 903 0 0 2 55 5,954 7 1 30 2
 
and were much more acicular than were coarser particles,
 
Ow¢') and particles finer than about 2O din vere extremely C T(Py)-3 32 2 1 894 1 904 -0 9 2 53 8 334 6 4 8 7
 
scicutar D T(Py)-4 35 1 1 898 1 903 -0 7 2 30 8 592 7 4 7 9
 
2 HothlohiinleofFerindlneeroducto 	 Feed material for fluld-energy grinding 
eProperties measured normal To molding force (ith gain)
 
*o J As one means of evaluating the products of the grind-

S 	 ingstudies described above, a series of these products 
* 	 have heenubed as fillers to produce hot-melded, pitch- a 6 hr heating cycle to 9000 h'e compaetd discs were Table 0 Data are reported for the T(HCTE) series of 
at. 	 bonded graphIte discs Tho bnder tued in all cases was bet.en 5/8 ad 3/4 In thick, and in all easn the binder- groundhigh-expansion cokes, the T(CH)series of eedlo 
Allied Chemical Co Grade 30MU cosl-tar pitch (OMF-13 residue values for the hot-molded (baked) spegimons In- coke flours the T(Na) series of natural grahltos, and 
Let No PP-3), in the concentration determined by the dlcatd that at least a sufficient amount of binder had boon the T(Py) *ories or pyrolytic grattes 
lubrlcant-evaporatlon technique to W optimum for each used no discs were papbitze in flowinghelium forGRIND R'UMITZ1R
 
material The mixes were cnmpacted in 2 S-in de 30 iM at approximately 280 C Their densI.s, shrink-
Fig 3 Itetaive Finhess vs i'sntosbr of Fitid-Ensrl3 ,
 
Grinding Passes for Four Different Row Materisls graphite dies at 4000 pi, which wss maintained during age behavior, and some of their properties are listed In
 
0 
a 
Is 
o TrICTE Fillers MaSeries) 
Thefillers used in tis series were a crushed, I-
tropic air-bown oke ('bi nsin oke ') having a hith 
coefficient of thersal expansion and the prodcuc of 
grinding it In 1,6, 11,14and17 passes through the 
Trost iluid-ener' mill The particles in all cases were 
blocky and approximately equisxed although perhaps less 
nearly so in the finest sizes obserable by electron ml-
are.PY 
Except for thefirst member of the series which was 
madefrom the omnratiely coarse grinding feed and 

had relatinely ie density, bath bakedand graphitted 

densitiesvare nearlyonstart1. spitofIncreasingfine-

rass of the filler Shrinkage during graphitizing was high 
in all cases, presumably becausethe coke hadbeen cal-
ant)usaboutNOT -isedbyItsma acturer All but 
e first craced severelyMomembers oftheseries in 

a radialpa duringhotwoking usally prutng 

ple-shaped fragments The first three members of the 
series were essentiallyIsotropicBoth ebas modules 
andstregth Incresed rapidly filler
withIncreasing firs-

ness early ih the series amdvery high compressive 
streanmg were attind 
Specimen ISA mandefrom the grinding feed, wasotscved microscopically to contain manyangular pores 
and numeru long thinaps between particles, appar-
-tly oral by extensive ineomgneuo contraction at 
some stge of hbat treastet ti progressively firer 
filler materials porers became smaller ad more nearly 
equind anddie strictre was less well penetrated by 
dhe mounting resin i the three specimens made frou 
tmefinest fillers a fewh atieular rlumes of unfiisnt-
bated ioder residue were observed Indicating existence 
of A Milingwasoppretiy goodmixing problem 	 india 
firdethreamembersoftheserles buterethereapAr 

ed to have been insufficient fine filler Usfill theVisbe-
awens the coarser partiles 
b TiC l fs Doeres 

Forile
u !wrethe revisreaof al spescie the fie 

useedwere its grom eedle ocekesdescribed above 

10 

Baked densities showed no cltar trend, butboth graph!-
tzEd density andshrinkage during graphitization increased 
continuously with increasing fineness of thefiller In-
creasing particle acealarity in the finer sizes was re-
flented in increasing anletropy., which wasvery high in 
thelater members of the series The combination of 
increasing density increasing anisotropy, and probably 
other factors, caused with-grain elastic modulus and 
compressive strength to increase continuously withfiller 
fineness All specimens were sound eaept No any, 
which broke into two nearly equal pleces during molding, 
and	did so again when the run ws repeated 
Microscopically, the early members of the series 
were observedtocontainlarge numbers of large pores, 
appeared to be deficient In binder and showed some 
evidence of incomplete mixing With finer fillers the 
number andsize of paresdecreased and the last three 
members of die series were not well Impregnatedbythe 

mouting resin In te last f.our specimens in the series 
the filler particles were very acicular in section, uith a 
hio degree of alignment Parallel to the di wallsnearthe 
cylindrical surface and parallel tothe punch face else-
whe 
e reNal Fillers (37 Serieslilesue oprdc eis 7gaht
 
Te T(fa) fillers usedto proc Series 37 graphite 
speimens were ntural graphite flrs ground in the 
Treatfluid-ener,'mill Inall sizes, the particles cor-
posing these flours were very acleular and som.hat 
shredded In appearance with the lameltar or scaly liter-
nal structures typical of a well-grmphitized material 
All members of this series expanded during graphiti-
nation, the expansion being greatest for specimens made 
from the coarseat fillers Densities in betthe baked and 
thegraphitized conditions were high lutdecreasedwith 
Increasing fineness of te filler Anlitrpy was high, 
sad Increased sharply with thefirst reduction In fillr-
particle size With-grain elastic modulus and compres-
sivestrength continuously 6h0 series 
increaEed throughout 

in spito of decreasing bulk density and -- in later members 
of the series -- nearly constant n,otropy 
Speclmen37A made from the relatively coarse 
grinding feed contained manylong, narrow pores orient-
ad with their tong axes parallol to Ito grain These were 
probably respnsible [or the fact that, in spiteof v-y 
high density, the e]astic modulesand compressive 
strength of this graphite were low Specimens made with 
finerfillers were less well penetrated by the mounting 
resin so that the void structure was not delineated Evi-
dontly, however in spite of continiously decreasing den-
slty,theuse of progreisivey finer fillers reduced the 
degree of interconnectadness of the voids, and the iso-
tated voids which remained were progressively less dam-
agingto mechanchal properties 
d TO) pillars 
(39Series) 

Series 39of hot-molded graphites contained as fillers 
a series of groundpyrolytic graphite ours Dueto easy 
cleavage of the layered pyrographlte structure during 
crushing 	 most alendar
andgrinding Heig were the 

flours far examined Preferred orientation and anizot-
.py of specimens made from them ware corresponding-
The first member of this series, made from the 
coarsest filler, expanded considerably during graphitiza-
ttin This expansion by extensivewas produced delaina-
cionof the larger pyrbgraplt filler particles, which 
created large intrapartihle voids and relatively low specl-
mn density Subsequent specimens, made from progrea-
sively finer fillers, showed very little volume change 
dnring graphltizing, but in fact were observed to shrink 
significantly in the across-grain direction (diso thickness) 
aid expand by an equivalent amont in with-grain direc- 
na. (disc diameters) With the finefillers bulk densi-
ties were high, penetration of the mounting resin was 
poor,and he void structure was net delineated for mi-
coscopie study Evidently, however, little or anodela-
nation occurred, andth. voids which remained were 
not extensively Interconnected 
B Evaluaton orCommercial iinIr Hl Impresci) 
As Part of a raw-materials enluation program, hot-
AhiParie.e .- material evaluation preae hot.ermolded graphite specimens (series 34)have been pro­
pared from 26 commercial filler materlals nowon hand 
In CMF-13, and are being evaluated with regard to strue­
turo nd properties The biner tied in all oaseshas 
been Allied Chemical Co Grade 30M coal-tar pitch 
(CMF-13Lot No PP-3), in theamounts determined to be 
optimum for each filler by the lubricant-evaporation teb­
nchue The pitch was ground toapproximately S0% minus 
200mesh andblendedwith the filler in A 2-qt twin-shell 
blender, using theintensifier in th ease of the finer filler 
materials but -- to avoid comminution -- not using it for 
the coarser ones nelmixes were hot-motded In 2 S-in 
sd 4000 psi, 

for tmanini flowing helium at 2850MC Filler materials,
 
dia graphite dies at 900T'C then graphitized 
cbarcteristics, 
of the graphites produced are listed in Tablei6 Addition­
al properues re listed in "lable 7 andmlerostruetures 
fabrication andsome f the properties 
are described briefly In Table 8 (Many of the fillers 
usedhavebeendescribedIndavcdully reports
Inprevious 

n sorte )
 
The binder residue values listed In Table 6are gn­
l, ihigh of zut n theIndicating loss inder by s 
tie U..Ily thisi. taken toIndict thatonmuch Under
 
was used However microscopic observations of binder­
deficient areas in many of the speimens suggest instead 
that tha real problem wasWith  that of incomplete mixing 
Win only one exception (Carbon preduces' needle 
coke) the us of coke fillers reauled it volumeshrinkage 
dulng graphtitizon Tieamotunt f shrinkage aried 
widely, butwas extremely high for the fluer Gilsocarbona 
With twoexceptions, the use of graphite filles resulted 
in callaxe expanslon during graphitiation, the VtpicI 
expnsion being 2 to 4%. Thehigb-CTE graphrswre 
exceptronsl in this readd 
In the microscopic sb* of Oreebet-mold grp,­
tee, it was apparent that te c of coasenflors con­
tarring Insuffiieat fines urudnecl Mr nt . 
Hlycontaining smanlre poaresandlug sl.rtrge 
brooks between filler prticles and binder nefelre 
to which thl can be ovrcome by fine additions to such 
irsicll v , t b atteed 
blioseepihalfy, aeresthe best graphites I.th 
appearedto be 14N S, T ind U All of thesecontained 
11 
TAIILE 6 TABLE 7 
FILLER MATERLALS, DENSITIES, SHRINXAGS AMINDBINIDERRESIDUES, PROPERTIES OF 110WMODED GAPHIT], SERIES 34 
HOT-MOLDED GRAPHITES, SERIES 34 Termal 
Exp 
Fille_ pital, 
3 
De_ _ _ z/.c_ 
3 
Binder 
%Vol 
CM.go, 
Electrical 
Resistivity 
Thormal 
Conductiity 
Coeff Ave 
25-846V, AnisotroW 
Graphite 
No 
VHF-IS 
LtNo 
Wln- . 
faciturer T 
Binder, 
p* 
Blakctl 
Fil Bulk 
Crauluifized 
FPP B t. CreelGraph 
Irmls rgl.a 
l s 1!LM.1..6.pal.M L ! L E 1 N O 
c 
OX 
Eer 
Resist 
fraton 
34A V-I GL 8OMCOko 33 1321 1478 1373 1479 372 38 34A 0 37 1 759 2041 -.. 0 46 0 47 475 0 52 0 55 107 -- 0 98 137 
B C-3 AG IOoM Gitearbon 30 1 513 1 6 1801 1 694 38 1 -5 5 B 1 21 6 987 1285 199 1 08 0 86 481 7 17 1 34 124 156 1 26 149 
C C-4 AG 200MtGtlscar°bn 32 1 431 1 042 I 55 77-11 9 C 1 42 12,529 1240 1828 1 2 0 82 379 16 1 03 126 131 1 37 124 
D C-5 AG 325MGlsocarbon 32 1 431 1 59 1 623 1 797 497 -11 8 D 53 13 750 1245 1739 1 04 0 74 574 7 49 116 122 140 1 41 130 
* C-6 GL 3020 0ke 35 1 4129 1 637 1 552 1 722 41 0 7 9 E 1 31 8,322 1020 1837 1 30 0 80 441 8 00 1 85 142 180 1 03 11 
F C-7 GL 3011 Coke 37 1 448 1 655 1055 1 721 385 -6 9 F 1 27 8,007 1034 1874 1 30 078 445 7 9 1 25 137 181 1 67 159 
* C-8 GL 3009 Coke 28 1 495 1 675 1 576 1 709 428 -5 1 1 03 6018 1018 1549 1 29 0 86 451 6 70 1 24 125 152 150 149 
Ii C-9 GL 3017 Coke 32 1 303 1 521 1 380 1 494 363 -17 If 032 1,48 2400--- --- --- 4 00 570 -_---- - --- 14 
I C-10 GL 3007 Coke 30 1 368 1 499 1 382 1 401 319 -10 --- 1,0os --- 2413 --- -- 450 490 03 105 --- --- 109 
VC-Il GL 3D21Coke 37 1210 1438 130 1484 341 -20 039 1 531 1767 2754 --- 050 3 60 6 26 1 01 1 16 1 56 --- 174 
K C-L2 GL 3008 Coke 35 1 341 1 513 1 369 1 492 367 -20 K 035 1.377 2131 2940 00 50 420 598---- --- 138 120 140 
* ON-3 VP Needle oke 28 1347 1090 1515 1041 331 +58 L 0 86 2,805 1025 3354 0 77 042 2 72 7 74 3 4 1 7 3 27 183 285 
*4 CNN- VP N - Cok 28 I520 1008 1639 1646 349 -13 M 080 3,455 1060 2025 0 74 053 3 47 6 67 1 40 2 83 1 91 1 40 1 92 
N C-U GL l00S raphite 23 1736 1831 1092 1837 388 +34 N 1 24 7,450 1013 1549 0 90 74 4 01 6 77 1 46 1 189 1 53 1 22 1 69 
O G-14 VP GPiBMlGraphite 27 684 1835 1024 1744 333 -3 7 0 0 91 4,072 1087 1887 0 84 072 3 69 6 58 -1 14 -1 25 1 74 1 17 1 78 
P G-IS CP OP BB5 Graphite 28 1 659 1 83 606 725 30 33 p 0 80 3,595 116 199D 0 83 070 4 01 7 45 -1 24 -1 52 1 72 1 19 1 86 
Q G-I GL 1011 Graphite 27 1080 1 830 1 617 1 753 33 0 3 9 Q 0 84 3 350 1022 2109 0 85 067 35 36 2 1 1 42 2 08 1 27 1 91 
R G-17 GL 1012 Graphite 33 1 636 lB 1 586 A744 317 .3 2R 0 86 4,140 1056 2008 0 94 071 4 07 7 40 2 1 1 29 1 90 1 32 1 82 
S G-I8 GL 100 Graphite (M3) 23 1 730 1 878 1 680 1 822 371 -2 1 37 6,044 94 2003 0 93 070 4 04 8 23 2 51 1 58 2 21 1 33 2 04 
T G-19 CP CP48 Grapllte 22 1 729 1 98 1 60 1 858 470 +2 4T 1 76 7,30 933 2823 1 02 049 3 22 8 09 0 10 1 00 3 03 2 08 2 70 
U G-20 CP GP38 Graphite 22 1 733 1 910 1 696 1 862 46 +22 U 3 84 6,570 502 J887 0 94 041 --- 11 09 3 s0 3 39 7 74 2 29 ---
V C-21 v 1651 NaturalGraph 27 1 728 1 940 1 701 1 847 45 +16 V 2 31 6,784 817 6824 1 19 021 2 14 16 82 10 0 5 44 8 35 5 67 7 39 
W G-22 SW 102 Natratlraph 20 1 85 1 994 1 819 862 38 4 2 W 3 49 4,351 438 6761 1 13 028 --- 17 68 11 1 4 99 16 44 4 04 ---
X G-23 CP IiT Graphite 30 1 601 1 75 1 599 1 74 36 +02 X 1 24 10,632 1506 1611 0 74 076 7 12 7 27 0 25 1 029 1 07 0 97 1 02 
Y C-24 CP HOTE #Graphite 33 1 507 1 771 1 502 1 784 387 -1 Y 1 37 13,688 1607 1778 0 69 070 5 87 7 63 0 20 1 013 1 11 0 99 1 30 
2 G-25 OP HCTE#Graptite 30 1 608 1 776 1 600 1 758 348 +95 Z 1 24 10,516 1480 1679 0 75 075 7 11 7 81 0 26 1 030 1 13 1 00 1 10 
* aaotrrer CL . Grent Laie. Can Corporaion VP - Carbon Products Dlv Union Carbide Corp * Wi-gran orientation 
AG American GCllrnite Compmy * Aerois-grain orientation 
SW . Souhwe.ieri Graphite Company 
FPP ­ filler-particle pcked demntty 
- - meuh, ( creen-size) 
# IHCTE- high coefflent of thermal epansion (sir-blown iaottpo) 
In 12 
TABLE S 

ELECTRON ANDOPTICAL BICROS MRUCTURES 	 SERIES 34OF HOT-MOLDED GRAPHITES, 
Graphite
No Mierostrctu e 
3IA Mauylarge pares sad c-race cracks To few fines for pod packing Mixing inadequate 
34B A few large pores, many colonies of small and medium-sized ones Pores interconneted Mixing doubt-
fad some large lasellar Particles 
particles 
34D Moasng resin penetrated only 300u surface layer, so voids notdelineated LooPedsound well mixed 
34C 	 NO large pores or largeLamellar Colonies of small andmedium-sized voids, well connected 
34E 	 IMay long thin voids oriented wil, grain structure andmany colonies of small voids Pores Interconnect-
ed preferred orientation evident 
34F Many of the large filler particles outlined by small voids A few large c-face cracks Pres interconnect­
edl Mlxingdoubtful 
34G Many vids of all sizes andshtpes, Inchling coarseones Manylong, shin- face crcks MhAnyfines 
appear to float freely invoids Both binder and mixing may have been insufficient 
341 Similar to 34G butwith more very large pores and broken binder bridges in large binder areas 
341 	 Very large eranck throughout Binder bridges Usually pulled loose at one endor ruptured in binder residue 
Muh Interconeted porosity Including totraparticle voids not filled by binder bixng Inadequate and maay
havelackedbinder 
34V 	 Similar to 341 Muchvoid .,c. 
34L 	 Closerpacklngof filler particles than 341. J.and K particles with evident preferred oriena,veryf[li 
lion Many cracks and intraparticla voids Appeared binder deficient 
34M Manylarge voidscolonies of voids and! -face crack, alItough appearedless porous than34L Probably 
binder deficient
 
34N MatUng resin penetrated only 60Ot.surface layer particle size distribution looked good for packing 

Strowturappearedense andfht 
Some 	 lvoldcoldesantamprtfitevoids 

340 A few large and colonies of voids intrcnnected Insufflcient binder or mining or bohal,vlds generally 
34P 	 Similarto3410bit moro large voids particle size distribution appeared poor for pckfing149 S~niilar to14? 
34 	 Similar to34P Coarse open pare network 
34s 	 Mountlng resin peetrate d only SOeNsurface layer Small void colonies, c-face cracks, andintrapartie 
wids observed int porosity fow pare network tight, and fine particles well packedIn voids
 
34T Mouting resin penetrated only about 500 Like 34S bit denser appearance andobvious preferred 

oriet~fea ppers eficentIn ine
orientationAppearsdeficientin finesTho 

34U Very little Smilar t
p netration by onanting resin 34S and34T but a still tighter, less porous structure 
Strng preferred ornttion 
MV Very litle penetration by mounting resin Little porosity except in association with lenticular pockets 
of binder residue Very strong preferred orientation Electron microscope showed many line Inclusions 
wth aetall.e
ppwarsee 

34V, 	 Very similar to j4V 
34 eirsmlr o3VFill 

3MX Mianyteids In a variety of sizesandshapes, in general more nearly equtaxed than with stadard coke 

1415 
TABLE 8 (Continued) 
Graphite 
M s icr tructure 
fillers and well interconnected Filler particles have internal structures typical of IICTE coke Inter­
particle bondslook sound interfaces frequently invisible Structure of binder residue much like that 
offiller, so binder distribution not usually observable OccasionMiprticles or conventional coke in 
structure No c-face cracks observed 
34Y Mounting resin penetrated only about 100OU Similar to 34X but with smaller filler particles, smaller 
voids 
34Z 	 Similar to 4X except slightly finer pare system, faer large voids Pores Interconnected 
graphite flour filler and had good propertis, buto1l 
were relatively anisotropie 
C Mixing Experiments 
a The0-20/0-a? llinrySeries(R 3 Ianrescal 
Mixtures of twographit flours, CMF-13 Lots G-20 
and G-17 have been examined for partIcle-peckIng be­
.onihinainns ad 
pressing procedures described in previous reports in 
thiseries Results are plotted in Fig 4, where each 
1 00 
rn ae d e tg o m ic ia n rc ohas 
1 
sr> 

I-
Z 300 
J 120C 

.out 

,graphitzation 

100 
0 20 40 60 0WEIGHT %/ 0-17 FLOUR 
4 Packed Filler Density vs Composition, G-20/ 
G-4BinaryMixturese 
represents the average of e independent results -. 
which in every ease alred almost exactly For this 
system, axmizaton both of variance sodof coefficient 
of variation Indicated that maxioms packing density 
shouldocu fora mizre conainin aproitely 98%
 
hudoorframxuecnann prxmtl SG-17 flour In fast, the experimental results showa low,
broad maximumat about 50% ofeach couonent 
2 -18/n-24 andc-l8/c'rt t 
Dinkisonu) 
Bau.e of sh Interesting prope Ueof th IiTE 
VaphiteMUM, CMF-13 Lam G-24 and G-25, .. attempt 
been made to medilytheir fabrication behavior by 
adding to dem a well-behaved normal graphit flour, 
cFltoaL 0-itrot 1, U.copsiins, maufcringABconditions, andpropereies ef the extrudedSeries Afl 
graphites so far made In this attemptare summarized inTables 9 ad 10 In all ases 15 part of regular Thor­
m carbon black were addedto es mix, from either of 
twopreumab cmidericallotsy alconrTh esidthough 
was Varears, a commercial furfuryl1 alcohol resin 
addition of G-18 flourhad the desired effect of 
presentng the severe cracking which occurred during 
ii 
of eationed frm IICTX MUM
Inds man 
lone So far as they have be determined to this pont, 
100 the properties producedby the flour mixtures are inter­
mduobrentoepoue!b h rubd U
mediatebeiweenhose produeedby sheunmixed flours 
Graphite ABB2, candelinn .I~ qUtW.~ of IICTE and 
Beause of the danger of conminution of the coarse manufacture of carbons and graphites In the first phase 
COMPOSITIONS AND EXTRUSION CONDITIONS ABB GRAPHITES fractions during intensive mixing, the fillers are blended of this Psvgram,ol a ne 
TABLE 9 
oages of the dry filler are ob­
io6cther In a Fisher-Kendall laboratory bottle blender, served as it is compressed in an evacuated steel die on-
Comnositien Extrusion Conditions which he. Avry ele mixing Acton After blea, loaded, and remoed from Um die 
Spcimen HCTE Flour, G-Is Flour Tbermax, Binder Pressure, Speed, Temp w
hu parms parts Parts o P in m In _C thedry mix for i0rin an amount of stearic acid lobri- In experiment ABAS A dry mix of 85 parms0-18
 
AAP2T 85 G-24 -- 15 TP-3 28 4 7600 167 so eomtsomewhat less than the optim is added andblend- graphite flour and 15parts TW-3carbon black was com-
ABD2 42 S G-24 42 I5,1 TP-4 27 7300 116 52 ing is continued for another 10 min The mfxture i tMen pressed i 28, 000 psi unloaded, and -- without removal 
ABM 21 25 G-24 63 75 TP-4 27 400 e compacted In a I 5-in dia steel die at the relatively low from the die -- was compressed again to the same pres-IS ISO 
AAPZ4 83, G-2 -- 15 TPF3 as 95 300 171 46 pressure of about e00psi -- again tavoid crushing of sur unloaded andremoved from the die Density ander 
ABB1 42 5 G-25 42 S IS., TP-4 24 7300 112 48 particles From the known weight of filler and the di- pressure for both cycles is plotted In Fig 8, for both 
A/P30 --- 85 15 "rP- 27 7600 171 47 nensaonsofthe compacted mxture a packed filarden- sp 
sit, I calculated 
When filler combinations are foundwhich pack well 
•FIttT 555 
TABLE 10 they will beused t pitch-bonded scpna soproduce hot-molded, A.
PROPERTIES OF AAB GRAPHITES grpbltes whose properties will be compared with those 
of similar graphites containing only ore filler component
Spicmie Green Di Deust Re olstVIy, Moduls), Raidu The addition of carbon blacks will then be considered 
a~ 10 psi 
D The ale of Carbon Black in Graphite (3 M 
Nooee unp1m inCspection 
AAp27 0 5015 1 910± 01 1915459 1 96 49 8*0 3 Cracked on graph Dickinson] 
ABB2 0 5035 1 911±0 003 1258*33 2 130 02 48 30 3 OK 
ADDS 0 504 1 8900 003 1152±09 2 27±0 02 47 "0 4 OK ]n the last previous report in this series (LA-3932- i i c, t I i? IA IA i.0 
AAPZ4 0 4S95 1 913s0 002 1737*10 1 95±0 01 50 60 3 Cracked on graph NIS),an investigation was described which is intended to osisY 'au/? 
ABBI 0 502 1 892*0 003 1270425 1 990 02 47 50 5 OK shod light on the behavior and effects of carbon black Fig 5 Pressure vs Bulk Density for TwoSuccetnic 
AAP30 0 5015 1 880±0 002 986,44 2 470 02 47 10 4 OK it is used 1511component of the filler mix In the Chenycles of Pressing a Dry MIX of 85 Parts G-18 Graphite
 
Flour 15Parts TP-3 Carbon Black
 
widT-grain 
 TABLE 11 
DENSITIES OF DRY-PRESSED GRAPHITE FLOWUSALONE AND WITH CARBON-BLACK ADDITIONS 
Densities 
normal fDoo, is expeaiialy toterestng in having 6. particleas Conade. At Pressure 
high density typical of the HCTE materials a relatively 
high elatic soduce., aid relatively low lshrical re-
In the hope of developing a nearly isotroplc, low-
permeability graphite made from comeercially available 
sp e c i m e n 
No Flour 
G-18 
Fines 
TP-3 
Particle Packing 28 KSI 566 PSI 15 PSI 
Out of 
Die Coamsents 
.sutirity materials, a group of the fillers listed in Table6 has ABA-I as 15 2 16 1 64 1 987 1 805 1 625 --- let cycle 
beenselectd for mixing exper'jienta This includes 3 
S Otter Binary ConmbfintionsORtJ lenprescia) bn aztdar 
coarse fillers (C-1, ft xrlmsTimcd.31C-10 andG-14) and3 fine fillers G-18 TP-3 996 1 828 1 660 1 428 2alcyole 
Some of te Series 34 gpaphites listed haTable 8 (C-3, C-9 awl G-24) Of these, 4 (identified by the letter ABAIi 81 15 2 15 1 4 1 989 1 808 1 607 1 394 in air - no vaum 
Jive a/aiotrope kower thanAnypreviously observed in C) are coke flours aid 2 are grpht flours E t y 0-25 TP-3 
Cli-il experia -it lgraliesTheir den ities, how- combinations of those, each consisting of one coarse and ABA7- 100 --- 2 129 1 618 1 93 1 695 1 515 --­
ever are retifively low, andtheir permeablties are one fine component, mrebeing examined These are ABA7-2 i5 15 2 092 1 s9 1 922 1 700 1 500 1 442 
undoubesdly high insevery case they were nnde wiout C-I/C-3 C-8/C-3 ABA-3 75 25 2 067 1 571 1 840 1 680 1 584 1 481 
additios of carton black or any ther fine filler cop- C-1/G-24 C-8/G-24 ADA2-5 --- 100 1 88 1 420 1 403 1 233 1 232 --­
mat and it Is evident MtInan case was the size distri- C-10/C3 G-14/C-3 
btie of Mhefiller used Idenl for close paeklng of filler C-10/G-24 G-14/0-24 
is 17 
TABLE 12 

PERCENT OF PARTICLE DENSITY ANDOF PACKING DENSITY ATTAINED IN DRY-PRESSING 
%of patile Cntry Based onParicle Density 
Specimen Out of Out of 
ho Flour Fines 28 KCSI 5o PSI 14 PSI Die 28 SIi sea PSI 14 PSI Die 
C-18 TP-3 
AluAs-I 85 15 92 4 84 0 75 6 --- 121 2 110 1 991 ---
92 8 as 0 78 1 80 4 121 7 111 5 102 4 87 1 
0-25 TP-3 
ABA7-1 100 --- 92 1 79 6 71 2 --- 122 6 104 8 93 6 ---
-2 a5 5 91 9 81 7 76 0 8 9 120 9 a07 5 100 89 4 
-3 75 25 59 0 81 3 76 6 71 6 117 1 108 9 100a 94 3 
-5 0 100 74 6 67 8 0 5 --- 98 a 89 8 86 8 ---
TABLE 13 

SPIGBC FD PES
 SEI 
D 8
 
SPRING BACK OF DRY PRESSED SPECIMENS 
Sm-insmackc of Seciamens ' 
Comnption 28 SSI 28 SSI 28 K&I 
Specimem so to to 
ho Flour... Fines 506 PSI 14PSI atm Commer 5s 
G-18 rTs-3 
AMAS-I a5 15 84 168 --- cycle I 
74 14 3 26 cycle 2 
7 3 14 7 26 4 cycle 2 based on 
density at 28 KSI 
in cycle 2 
ABAG-1 85 13 8 4 17 8 27 7 
G-25 TP-3 
ABA7-1 100 --- 13 5 21 9 --­
-2 as IS 102 is 9 23 
-3 75 25 7 7 12 4 17 4 
ABA2-5 --- 100 6 8 9 1 ---
loading and unloading Densities and spring-back are 
summarized in Tables 11, 12, and 13 Density at a given 
pressure is only slightly higher during the second cycle 
th'nduring the first Any attempt to produceoa hIgh-den-
sRygaphit. by stress-relaation In a blnderless systum 
will evidently require that the relaxation beat treatment 
be performed with the powder under high pressure rather 
than by cycling tn high pressure at room temperature and 
then heat-treating under reduced pressure 
To determine whether use of an evacuated die made9ny large difference in the experimental results, Run 
ABA6 was made in air, without evacuation of the die 
The data In Tables 11,12 snd 13Indicate no large differ-
encebetween pressing inairand in an evacuated dIe 
Since the residual pressure in the evacuated die Is nor-
malh greater than 1 as air may still have an important 
lubricating rola in the dry-pressing procedure used It 
is clear, however, that the high densities achieved under 
pressure do not result simply from evaeuationof the sys-
tern 

a 

The ABA7 series of experiments, also summarized 

in Tables 11, 12 and 13,was run to explore the dry-
pressing behavior of a graphite flour having a blockier 
particle shpe th anthat of G-18,which is somewhat ai-
cular The flour used In the ABA7 series was from Lot 
G-25 a fine NCTE flour having a particle-size distribe.-I 
tion similar to that of G-18 Bulk densities under prmw-
sure, percent of packing density attained and spring 
back during unloading aee generally less thacshenG-_18 
flour was used, but the differences were much smaller 
than had been expected 
E Effects of Bnder Characteristics (J at Dickinson) 
In the AAS esrics, the elfecta of viscosity and melec-
ular distribution of furfuryl alcohol resin binders on man-
ufacturing procedures and the properties of extruded 
graphite. are being investigated The filler mix used 
throughout is 85partusgraphite flour (Let 0-18) and 15 
parts carbon black ("realar" Thermsx, Lot TP-1 or 
TP-4), with 27 pphof rosin binder containing 4% malelc 
anhydride 
The binders usedso far have been commercial Var-
cuss 5182 resin and the SW series of resins synthesized 
in CMF-13 Somc of the CMF-Il resins used to make 
Law AASI 2, 4, 5, 7 and 9wore found t hav Increased 
In viscosity with time after their preparation and their 
vscosiutes at the times when the extrusions were made 
are not known Resinsused to mke subselent lows of 
graphite were Improved with regard to stability and their 
viscosities were measured bothbefore and after the ox­
truon runs in which they were used Their properties, 
therefore, are known quite aesurately 
Extrusion conditions for the AASgraphites are sua­
marized in Table 14 Using resins of widoly different 
viscosity It extrusion andIsdifficult to control pressures 
speeds and varlailonstn these paraeaters may be re­
fleeted in the properties of the graphites made 
A large number of different curing cycles have been 
used for these graphites Theayare Identified In Table 15 
by the numbrof the cam used to program es heat treat­
ment The eyele produced by each cam is described in 
Table is Initially the esiring cycle exstendedonly to 2008C, 
all iQYew cle n onW20C 
with holds at temperatures at which differential thermal 
analyals (DTA) had indicated thermal activity in the resin 
Cams 12 33, 34 35 and36produced such cycles and 
u Ylanresuld in, rackangeither after banking or after 
graphitiangThe fact that oaso speciae survived cur­
log bt ced suring beatnd e aTA enidence era 
rcwooefbioa thermal actintr betsm S0nd lOC 
led tose rof ca'Ig rle, seregagso4±0C j.iwx 42 
43 ,-l, 4Gand _B, U.o salme. aurC", e) .4 a 
420V sxemed to m prmirespecim n dshige for a wide 
rangeof reslnsand vlsislues and will be she stad 
curing treattent for the retof the AASseries Inpar­
iculanr, thelo heating rate reduced Bneincidence of rim 
cracks extending imanad from the rod surface a fea hun­
drodmicros and the high curing tempratreminimized
 
Internal cracking 
For properly-cured specimens the baking cycle sp­
peared not to ha critical Thstrepresentod by Cam 16, 
Involving modertely high henng rates to 90C and a 
2-hr hold at 905) C, has been used successfully 
All specimens .ore graphitized In flowing helium in 
a cycle in vovleg heating to 2800-C in 6 hr andfurnace­
is 19 
--- 
TABLE 14 
BINDERS USED AND EXTBUSION CONDITIONS OR AAS GAPRITES 
Lst 

NO andINO 
AASn I thr 5 
AAS2 1 
AAS2 5 all 6OR 
AAS2 10 13,13Hm40 
AAS2 9,93 31 
AASZ 18 
AAS3 I Giro14 
8A I tro 04 
AASS x thu 34 
AASC 

AASI 
AASO I ir. 9 

AAS6 30 Chr,17 

AAS8 18 39 

AASW I Hr. 7 
AAS9 8 thr 14 

AASI0 3I~o 30r1 
A"A11 0 ors 7 
AAS1I a thr.13 
AAbI2 Itlcra 
AAS32 10thra16 
AA3I 1 Ira 25 
- 2G 5So 
Binder 
8E -1460 
MV.146 

W-146 
SW-146 

EW-146 

Varcum 5182 

EM-1466 
EW-147 
Vorcum 5182 
Varcam 5182 

Varc.m 518" 
Varcum $182 
MW-153 
LW-153 

W-l9! 

MS-192 

LIW-192 
E8O 194 
EW-194 
St-305 
o DrOppg from 14000 Is 12000 psi 
Exteusion Cer0itlonsTemp , Pressure 
VdentificottIscosity. c C I 
>3200 G0 7600 
> 220D 52 7600 
> 2200 52 7600 
> 2200 60 7600 
> 2200 60- 7600 
> 2200 --- 7600 
250 52 8400 

> 2200 60" 8500 
• 260D 54 8300 

250 50' 6400 

> 2600 al 9500 

250 52 7000 
250 44' 7000 
250 <44- 7000 
> 2230 G0 10,200 
2230 60 10200 
2770 54 11,800 
3909 60 t 
3909 80 14 000a 
2457 55 33400 

2457 45 13400 

1300 o0 9 500 
Speed 

I /min 

116 
92 

116 

92 
116 

116 

141 
82 

5 

112 
116 

133 

133 

133 

78 

54 

61 

1AS4 

100 

110 

110 

120 

GreenDl1, 

in 
0 
0 zoo 
0 500 
0 500 
0 800 
0 B00 
0 501 
0 

0 505 
0 

0 5D4 
0 594 

0 804 
0 500 
0 500 
0 500 
0 4995 
0 oo 
0 50 
0 502 
L°r 

No 
AASI 
AASI 
AAS 
AASL 

AAZ1 

AASI 
AAS1 

AAS1 
AASI 

AAS2 

AAS2 
AAS2 

AAS2 
AEIB147
A52 

AA52 

AAS2 
AAS2 
AAS2 

AAS2 

AAS2 
AAS2
AAS3 

AAS4 

AAS4 

AAS4 

AAS4 

AAS4
AAS1 
AAS4 
AA4 

AAS4 

AAS5 
AS5 
AASS 

AAS5 
AASS 
AASS 
AAS5 
nodNo. 
1 
1R 
2 
2I 

5 

Sn 
4 
4D 

0, 8 

i3 

130 
10 

1OB 

0D0
5 
all 

G 
OB 

1,9 
B 

18 
14
1 ihr 14 
6 
7 

5 

3 
4 
19 
10 
10 

8,11,14 

7 
8 
9 

6 
4,10 

11 

3,12,13 14 
TABLE 15 
HEAT.TREATING QyCLEB AND RESULTS. ME GRAPHITES 
CurIngR Bakio 
" 
Cam No nspuon CoamNo ctlo 
33 38 

34 38 

35 38 

36 38 

33 37 

34 37 

35 37 

30 37 

35 16 

33 38 

34 38 

35 38 

30 38 

33 37 

34 37 

35 37 

36 37 

33 10 

34 10 

35 18 

306 18
12 16 
34 38 

36 38 

12 38 

34 37 

36 37 

12 0734 16 
34 10 
36 16 

12 is 
34 38 

36 38 

12 38 
12 37 
34 16 
30 16 

12 16 
Graphit0cd
 
at2800C,
 
Rim cracks 
Rim cracks 
Rim crooks 
Him craks 
Him cracks
 
Rim cracks 
Him cracks 
Rim cracks 
Him cracks 
Rim crooks 
Rim cracks 
Rim cracks 
Him cracks Central crack 
RIm crack. 
Rim cracks 
Rim cracks 
RIm cracks 
mim cracks 
Rim cracks
 
Him cracks 
HIMcracks CentrS crackSomo rim cracksmosty O 
ON
 
OK
 
OK
 
OK
 
OK
 
oxON 
OK<
 
OK
 
OR
 
OK
 
OK
 
OK
 
OK
 
Cracked 
ON
 
OK
 
TABLE 15 (Continued) TABLE 16 
Graphitlzed CAM-CONTROLLED HEAT-TREATING CYCLES 
No RodNO 
Curie 
Cam No ln.oectkn 
Balkin 
Cam No 
Iat2800-C 
Cam 0 12 -- A 72 hr cycle Cam f 37 -- a 63 hr cycle 
AAS6 12 OR 16 OR OK 20 to 45-C at 3 125'/h 20 to 55C at 0 765/hr 
AAS7 12 OK 16 Cracked Cracked hold 10 hr at 45 C 55 to 310C at 13 42 /hr 
AAS8 1 6,11,16 42 to 200 1/4 cracked 16 1/4 cracked 1/2 cracked 45 to 90 C at 5'/br hold 16 hr at SloIC 
AAS8 5 10 12 42 to 400 OR 16 OK Flne side cracks ts to 138 Cat 2'/hr 310 to 400-C at 22 5/hr 
AASP 2 7 12 17 41 OR 16 1/4 cracked 1/4 cracked 11 to 200'C at5 107 /hr 400 to 900 Cat 33 333/hr 
AAS8 3 8,13 18 43 1/2 cracked 16 1/2 cracked 1/2 cracked hold 8 hr it 200 C Furnace Cool to Room Temperature 
AAS8 4 9 14 19 44 OR 16 1/4 cracked 1/4 cracked Furnice Cool to Room Temperature 
AAS9 1 6 11 42 2/3 cracked 16 2/3 cracked All cracked Cam 38 -- a 60 hr cycle 
AAS9 2 7 10 41 OR 16 1/3 cracked 1/3 cracked Cal, N33 A+ b -- A 144 hr cycle 20 to 825C at 13 417'/Ar 
AAS9 3 8, 13 43 OR 16 OK Cracked 20 to 50C at 2 '/hr Furnace Cool to Room Temperature 
AAS9 4 9 14 44 1/3 cracked 16 1/3 cracked 1/3 cracked 50 to 200 C at I 136 /hr 
=AASO 12 12 OK 16 Cracked Cracked Furuam. Cool to Room Temperature Cam N 42 -- a 40 hr cycle 
AASI 1 5 9,13 42 1/2 cracked 16 1/4 cracked 1/4 cracked 20 W 420 C at 10-Ar 
AASIO 2 6 10.14 45 OK as OR OK Cm # 34 a b -- A 144 hr cycle Furnace Cool to Room Temperature 
AASI0 3.7 11 15 46 1/2 cracked 16 1/4 cracked 1/4 cracked 20 to 90 C at 2 WAhr 
AASI0 4 6 12 16 47 OK 16 1/4 cracked 1/4 cracked hold 40 hr at 90 C Cam# 43 -- a 72 hr cycle 
AASIO 17 18 12 --- 16 Cracked Cracked 90 to 140 C at 2 Whr 20 to 425-C at 56$Ar 
AAS1l 1,5.9 42 Cracked 16 Cracked Cracked hold 140 C for 32 hr FuryAce Cool to Room Tonperacre 
AASII 2 6 10 45 Cracked 16 Cracked Cracked 140 to 200 C at 2 5 /hr 
AASII 3 7 II 46 Cracked 16 Cracked Cracked Furnace Cool to Room Temperature Cam 0 44 -- 1 71 hr cycle 
AAS11 4 8 12 47 1/3 cracked 16 1/3 cracked All surface cracked 20 W 300T at 12 5/r 
AASI1 0,13 12 OR I Cracked Cracked CaM# 3 5 - a 72 br icle 100 o IS C at 2 /hr 
AAS12 1.6,11,16 42 OK 16 OR 3/4 cracked 20 to 200'C at 2 5 Air 185 to 425 C at 10 7'/br 
A512 2.7,12 45 OR 16 OK OK Furnace Cool to Room Temperature Furnace Cool to Root Tempenbue 
AAS12 3 8 13 46 2/3 cracked 16 2/3 cracked 2/3 cracked 
AASI2 4,9,14 47 2/3 cracked 16 2/3 cracked 2/3 cracked Cam 6 30 -- a 72 hr cycle Cam 845 ­ a 53 S hr cycle 
AASI2 5, 10 is 12 OK 16 OR 2/2 cracked 20 to 90C at 5 /hr 20 to 420'C at 7 Slbr 
AAS13 I 6.11 I6 42 OR 16 OK OR hold 20 hr at 90"C FArnace Cool to RoOMTemperature 
AASt 2,7,12,17 45 OK 16 OR OK 60 to 140-C at 5Whr 
AASt3 
wn 
3.13,18 
4 9,14 3rd 
46 
47 
OK 
OK 
16 
16 
OK 
OR 
OR 
OR 
hold 16 hr at 140 C 
140 o 200C at 5 /hr 
Cam t 46 -- a 80 hrcyl 
20 to 420'C at 5 /hr 
AAS1 5,10 IS 2d 12 OK 1 ORO Furnace Cool to Room Temperature Furnace Cool to ROOmTemperature 
Ca N 16 -- a 44 hrcycle Cam f 47 -- a 160 hrcyle 
20 to 40C at 10 64rAi 20 to 420-C at 2 0'Air 
450 to 000 C at 23 682"Air Furnace Cool to RoomTemperature 
hold 2 hr at 900'C 
Furnace COOlto Room Temporeature 
22 2a 
cooling to essentially .m temperature In about 3 hr 
Properties so far determined on the mrhfirtse .ace. ROE TIE FALs 17APiI 
imns ltd in able 17 
Plots both of grapisitized dinity (Fig 0) sndof green 
rod diameter (Fig 7) vs exutclon pressure sow rerc 
abrupt changes in slope between 8000 nd 10, 000 pot Evi-
detly, with the extrlon equipment andmaterials being 
Let 
NO 
AASI 
AASI 
RodNo 
1 
11 
Carbon 
Residue, 
o/fil 
45-46 
45-46 
Density, 
a 
, 
1 865 
1 879 
Electrical 
Resistivity, 
co. 
1044 
1101 
Young's 
Modulus 
100 Pt 
used, there Is little further commotion when pressure is 0 AM1 2 45-46 88I 110 
increased abase about 10 000 pe1 5 AAS1 OR 45-4: 1 870 1059 
As is illustrated In Fig 8, the extrusion prossure re- AAS1 5 45-41 878 950 
qutred Iorcess rapidly with, viscosity of thebinde resin 0 AAS1 51 45-46 1 885 ---
Rcatter is broad due periaps to lubricating effects of cer- [ i AASI 4 45-46 1 884 951 
tlin binders and to tenpratue variations In toh mix and 
Fig 8 
EXTRUSION PRESSURE,IDa psI 
The Effect of Binder Viscosity on Extrusion 
AASI 
AAS1 
4B 
68 
45-46 
45-46 
1 883 
1 892 
951 
1112 
Pressure, AAS Graplites AA2 13 44-45 887 1047 
AAs2 13B 44-45 1 890 1042 
tte die, but the relation Is roughly linear The rapid In- AAS2 10 44-45 1 898 1047 
crease of pressure with viscosity Indluates why with a AAS2 10 44-45 1 892 1042 
fixed binder to filler raio. ad wide variate~onsis hider AASI 5 44-4$ 1 884 030 
viscosity it was impssible to maintain eonstantextro- AAS2 6B 44-45 1 893 936 
11cstnconditions throughout the series AA52 6 44-45 1 896 936 
The effects of binder viscosity on binder carbon rcs- Al2 6B 44-45 1 090 945 
1 
Idueand grakhttized density are illustrated in Fig 9and 
10 Increasing viscosity above about 2000 p bad little 
AMZ 
AA2 
1,9 
OB 
44-45 
44-45 
1 880 
1 890 
1050 
945 
is Offsct on either The increase in carbon residue with AA2 18 44-45 697 1042 
der ventty accounts or only stout one-half of th44e05 89 1021 
Fig 6 n o Effect OfEstruc io P res ur onDensity A S 3 I thro 14 --- 1 68 1092 
AAS Grphite. AA4 6 --- 1802 1069 
AAS4 7 --- 906 941 
SAAS4 5 --- 900 993 
.. e- -- AA4 4 ---. 87 985 
AAS4 1 Be 1 1 02 1072 
_e AAS4 9 --­ 1 907 948 
ac AAS4 10 ... I DO 975 
AAS4 8,11,14 499 1 906 1037 
AAS5 7 907 028 
* Alo 8 1905 055 
____ __I _ _ I AMS 9 1902 90t 
u 
fl"RU"101fPMSR1UE is W 
Fig 7 The Effeetof Extrusion Pressure on Diameter 
of the Green Extrudd Itod AJS Grsies 
2 3 
BINDER VISCOSITY iO p 
Fig 9 TheEffect of Binder Viscosity on Binder Carbon 
Residue, AAS Graphites 
AS5 
AlS 
AAS5 
AAS 
0 
4,10 
11 
3,12 13,14 
1 906 
1 90, 
1 906 
1905 
9i 
993 
983 
105 
24 
25 
TABLE 17 (Continued) 
Lot 
No Re No 
AASO 
AAS7 
AAS8 IS II 16 
AAS8 5 10 12 
AA8 2 7,12 17 
AAS8 3 81,18 
AZt 4 9 14 19 
AAS9 1,6,11 
AAS9 3 7,10 
AAS9 3 8 13 
AAS9 4 9,14 
AAS9 5 12 
AASIO 1,5 9.13 
AASO 2 6 10 14 
AASI 3 7 11 
AASIO 4 8.12 16 
AASIO 17,18 
AASh1 1 5 9 
AAS.I 2 6 10 
AASI1 3 7,11 
AASII 4 8, 12 
AAS1I 0 13 
AASI 1 6 11 16 
AASIZ 2 7 12 
AASI2 3 8b1 
AAS1. 4 9 14 
A 12 5,10,15 
AAS3 1 6 11 16 
AAS13 2 7,12 17 
AA.SI 3,8, 11.18 
AAS13 4 9 14 3rd 
AAS13 5,10,15,2nd 
Carbon 

Residue 

% 
49 80 2 
50 3 
50 2 1 
so 90 1 
51 4*0 3 
50 7k0 2 
51 20 2 
51 30 1 
51 60 1 
51 6±0 1 
51 3±0 2 
51 0±0 1 
51 00 3 
5090 2 
51 70 1 
50 10 4 
50 2*0 3 
56 4±0 2 
0 N804 
50 90 05 
Denai, 
a/c. 
1 868 
1 911 
1 884 
1 871 
1 877 
1 876 
1 876 
1 901 
1 906 
1 907 
1 905 
1 906 
1 9080 003 
19100003 
1 912A 003 
1 914±0 001 
1 908±0 003 
1 903± 001 
1 9010 003 
1 9070 003 
1 908U0 eos 
1 898± 004 
1 911*0 005 
1 912*0 004 
1 9110 O04 
1 913±001 
1 9070 002 
1 901 002 
1 904±0 001 
1 90550 003 
1 904±0 02 
1 08±0 c00s 
Electrical 

Reslirlivit', 

- par__10__ 
1147 
1172 
1115 
1108 
1110 
1105 
109B 
1053.60 
1051*.89 
107830 
1015N84 
1020+20 
1030±41 
102043 
103926 
1001469 
1056*25 
1058-13 
1031*25 
1016*42 
1039"43 
1038*20 
984*8 
982W14 
970*21 
97923 
969.19 
Young's 
Modulus, 
2 68*0 1 
2 690 1 
2 710 1 
2 710 04 
2 71a0 02 
260 06 
2 03*0 04 
2 650 02 
2 50 03 
2 580 14 
2 63*0 06 
2 630 06 
2 650 04 
2 680 02 
2 6o.0 04 
2 6210 02 
2 65*0 03 
2 65*0 04 
2 64*0 01 
2 00* 01 
F Bronnted Orapbltes. AAMSeries D0M Dilkinson) 
no AAM series of bororal graphite. has been do 
primarily for use in thornmophy.sal-properties studiles 
1 I I Coipesitions and extrusion conditions are susmarized 
;in Table 18 n which two similar, bores-free graphites 
I go 	 from the AAP series have been Included for the Furpose 
of estimating batch-te-haoth variations of properties of 
nearly identical graphites All graphite. listed were cured 
and bakedin similar cycles Lots AAM3 and AAM4 were 
s gr2piHzed only to 2400 C All other lots were graphi­
c tired to 28D0 C Prelminhany results from properties 
neasurenents indicate that the boron-ontnlnng graphites 
I 1 1 1 1 are remarkably uniform in properties, and that even very 
8 ViSCOSiTY' O 	 effects3INDO sall boron additions have large on theral aw 
electrical properties 
Fib 10 The Effect of Binder Viscosity on Graphitized 
tnalt, AASCraphites V O TCY ALSTUDIES 
aconliPlnvig Increase in density The rent or the den- A X-Ray Diffraetion (3 A 0'Roure) 
sit change at be attributed to the resulting Increase 
In extrusion pressure, which reduced diameter of the I CharacterizatonnfCokerFlur 
Iten extruded rod and finally incra ed grapbltized den­
slt, in m fat e cof 3eri e oh sed a. fil s 
IsOmg's odul]s andelectrical resistivity of the fin- in manufacture of he 34 Series oi hot-molde gapgiti 
lhed graphite were not much affected t, variations In 	 deseg il above have hee cunlmal by x-ray diffraction 
in the as-receved coalition and after 36-coinheattreat­
viscosity extruson pressure andheat-treating cycles 
meats at 2000'C and3100'C Flours 0-3, 0-4 sndtC-Spreceding graphitiation 
TABLE 18
 
MIX COMPOSITIONS AND EXTRUSION CONDITIONS, AAM GRAPHITES
 
Mix Compasition '% Extrusion Dia
 
0-18 Thermax Boron Varcum Conditions Green
Let Graphite Carbon Metallic 5182 Pressure, Speed, Rod,
No Flour Black Powder Binder Pit in /min in 
AAM4 66 93 11 51 (TP1) 0 21 26 6400 144 0 505 
AAP29 66 03 11 81 (TP-3) 0 21 26 6400 150 0 504 
AAP30 66 53 11 81 (TP 4) 0 21 26 7600 171 0 502 
AAMO 06 8e 11 81 (TP-4) 0 041 21 24 5700 171 0 504 
AAM7 66 85 11 81 (TP-4) 0 081 21 26 5700 171 0 504 
AAM8 66 '7 11 81 (TP-4) 0 158 21 26 5700 171 0 505 
AAM3 66 37 11 59 (TP-3) 0 79 21 26 6400 144 0 505 
:ZS 27 
-- 
-- 
-- 
TABLE 19 
CRYSTALUNF. PAIA METEIS OF COKE FILLER PI0131,, 
Lot U-s Treatnent 
C-3 None 
C-3 None 
0-3 30 nu1 at 2000 C 
C-3 30 mal at 3100C 
C-4 None 
Q-4 Ron. 
C-4 30 in at 2000 C 
0-4 30 o.in at 3100-C 
C-5 N.ne 
C-S None 
C-5 30 ml, at 2000 C 
C-5 30 nibnat 31000Composdie 
0-10 None 
C-10 30 roie at 2000 C 
C-10 30 mia at 3100tC 
wa.CInaospr-Y10 b D- nm awo Otlsooarbonsnomina lly "ot-mesh, Z-mesh ard 
Ccnoon 
Cystallies 
"Amorpnua 
Ctopoal 
ComposI.te 
Crystaltine 
"Anmeophaob 
Cempo'or 
CrrpicS.e 
Cs]talliae 
"Amorptoua 
Composlit 
L d002 
800 3 36 
23 r 3 44 
340 3 375 
410 3 367 
>1000 3 36 
24 8 3 44 
259 3 391 
290 3 36 
>10w 3 6 
24 6 3 44 
257 3 389 
320 3 36P 
20 2 a 44 
330 3 387 
495 3 364 
highly crystalln c ponent larisont in the Is-receed 
f125' c.h roapace], 11.04 0 .,&# 370oO~cznotreecevetaImks Flut -1maerilwa Cic  ota em tuaL/ 
Grace 1007 coke f r, which was relatively coarse and 
was pood in -SOC s~eh for s-no"omin tn After 
Irinsti It ws elger isoesple n be err butdpck-
ed in the x-ray eIIHO halders with a fairly high degree 
of planar niotro r, 
[lse asrecotyL condition, all threeof o is-
carbeen contasnd tel) distinct copoiaent, wneof which 
was oef~t~llie AM]no Other amorplJu "c 
Ut C-3 had nearly 60%or Ohncrystal-soarnet floor,l ur, oMO h ad 0ot ­c rs -I e ca I.Olr 
nu ne ntTabs ist e r t tsdmucae lerametor. 
sisottaj Onlabia di, coyatailfre poranoters are lited" 
for both omponeot of the as.. ecassd Cilso orbons 
After 0oat-treatoenc at 20laoC the diftrahUdiad dmn-l. 
Peon nl tiree of tdia materisla continuedto demon­
stai hepesucoofternpoena easw btth 
could ra longer be resolvoctoge for scpratstooalseanaaLals andcol n o  
only orEe prameters 11Metal After heat-tcat-
matat SIO0C only a slight Indictionlf the second corn-
nrd oe tod hevnral wa, tehighly 
nsotallie, aletruil n te avalenge esssofti the Ver2 
Lot C-10 appeared to be normal coke, which graph-
ItJzed VHS wall Rweoae, the degree of ryra1llnA 
attained J. hoat-trlmondb t20000 wan. neoeocedy 
high 
2 Cr lno Pararoet sandAisotro ipe of Comrer-st-al 
Sf0 Alo-hiios 
Four samplesof commereis] graphite worn examined 
.. ral ocmoch3 pb, ,,Ka ilcwfor LASL Greup CHF- to determine their crysallIjne 
PnJaimropies. a, An aid in caelnation or 
propertesdifferonacatought in xit amo ngIem The 
x-ray reults are listed in TabfoV TheL,S sampeOf ACOT geaphiteap received i the form oft cylindri-
cal shae which had been machled with its cy[Inder ai. 
approndrnatelynorxnlintoetbaton axis Cowas not 
Dnelnca dueox0troosion iaxs accuraly enoughso 
ossbdetermle varct In, basa-plane conceatola snat J 
lovlu an t (a I ibas c a refore, an­
jametacwm of 0 11 1 S Dase tcribor, an-e te mlel is banctorJaed by ten-vo oyr 
TABLE 20
 
CHIYOTALNE PAIHAMETERS APE' AN15"ThOP ES OF CO1rIE0CIA, 

(,,do _a_"mA 
AEOT (LAt) SID 3 al1 
AOT lalleole) 525 ± 2iD 
GRIAPHITE MWLES 
2 5 "" 
2 or. I a1 
CCO all 3 61 3 6 1 94 
CEQ 11 3 404 -0 20 <1 05 
Tc AnOT sampOleSL Afrom tchll. o anot he ratodegres, and it is cancluded that tio Is 
differed te± liitte in t' yialihoI pfarter tip ndot U-t er nonatm bchavior Th n nbon block 
roit Gtide CCI nz similar to AGOT Inderc of 
cr stDAItt buthadadistinctlybigherdegre ofpro- 2 Fracarn Path 1. AAQl Grapb[t 
tOred 1rJ01511"e UlitE the ogore Iwo gales, qEQ isLOndlaodihal caeong tonetgh several AACI1scuohil. 
, nioldod rather than . exetded graphite no sample 
exanined .30 nearly Iotropc and as not higaly raph 
isle 
3 P rocarbons and Proorachilo, 
,Wllne paraeter' have ebndetermined and 
mpuritistudles m ad n : variety of pyrolytLc carbns 
and rtah-lies in varlIo condits Ofheat teWaO ent, 
for LAIL GfroupCMB-S fra ltfis of these era Inations 
wil5lN t orted by C t-
B Optical and EletrOn wa,(1 Meilsentite00,.1leco D radl ic 

L S Levinen l 

I llyleat-treated Carbn Black 
It wnt previoust, reported OlnLA-3932-Msd thata 
#mail sample ot Toemn x carbon blaok had boon heat-
treated fr 30min at 200C and oberno to change In 
particle shapefrom pharical to polyhedreal ant to graph-
Itec cxansivenly Tha changes were nonetOceedlyarge, 
and the possibility wasa.iderWi hat tome cab. inyaug 
impartty hodbeen ptrentin thecible used Tiocx-
t-
perimcnt. asn thieretrn repeoteoten. another sasn.plo from 
the ars [ot (TP-J) at crbon block, clean cDOu-1 . uing 
eic which had Itself boa heat-tflated in 2830C no 
sa. ns in the orbn black wre observed to occur 
Wet bare which had bean broken inteson at a variety of 
tempereauros have been eamthed, primarily to observe 
the path fo1]oded by d. frc Attomil N do ceb" 
monting ad seondosing only OneloaOf f thoeCtz I wore
muscesful principally becausc, whether a inte drain 
or binder esidue was Spesd locally at shefrtulre 
Odribce it Wasnever knwn wluc~ier the motcthipt reg~on
in too opposite caron representrd the sanme corn­
ponent Cr n oit wira oter componenth the Accord­
ingly onh-alB ofon tact hrsese]cat,]atod with ail­
ver t a tis s out 0 000,1 in the bar was ro­
em, Wb. In w ar . neo 
Aonarloapre iy ecW t.tecl "vrpresoni i mr ite 
focire plahpWoatla , optical eleroccn at low mg­
liti s m y tifto oeL-te M 
metallic layer was too Mick and costing of oppoag ur­
faces to luofrecla Jar electstn sni¢to$CO Bert X 
su tlswere obtained by sImply reassembling the broken 
speaftne with no preparation of Its fDactre orfca 
mounUi;i 'a reassmroeed paejiton ina low.-viLosity 
eotmug rosina d depcnding on vaCutm-ilpr., 
nation ds-ogmounting to ana-Istt faturerothi-ands­
cle aigaotn sMr ttatr t J . 
a~oeistede-aol arote with resi It did so voK"sifec­
tiey 
In AAQ1graphite broken in tension at room tempert­
tuo. or at ay elevatd temperature, to 2750C, Ca frac­
20 
ure path is partly through filler arUcles, partly through vapor-deposited coatings produced presumably by vapori- 
binder residue andpartly along filler-binder intarfaces zaon of carbon from the graphite heater tube and its 
Unlike high-density pitch-bonded materials, where trasu- condensation on the slightly cooler specimen A specimen 
granular factro usIn general qui strongly preferred, testedat2500Cshowednodetectablodeposit Oneteated 
the fracture pathin thi resin-bondedu graphite showed at 2050'C hada coating ranging in thickness up is l0p, 
some preference for the bind residue whoseintere bad a ppearn .1 . a p-....t.eor However, where st cre t e oi- r el ti
the fracture encountered a filler particle whose Lomellar graphite The third specimen, tested at27200 until no 
internal strcture was approximately normal to the ten-	 heater tube burnedout, had a similar coating p to loo-
sion axis then thefiller parUcle was cleaved there thick, some of whichmay have been deposited when heater 
the lam ellae of the filler grainwere nearly parallel to burmout occurred 
the tension axis tho fracture pathusually detoured the In previous experiments, similar coatings on tensile 
grain following Its interface with the binder 	 test bars have beenfound to have no significant effect on 
ultimate tensile strength subsequently measured at room 
3 Sadyvs Lacellr Microsfructures temperature It Isnet clear, however, that their effect 
As has been described In previous reports In this is equally small when Me test is made at the temperature 
serite, the ineernal structure of a resonably woli-crys- at which the coating was deposited, or that It i. the same 
tallized graphite may have either a scaly or a lemellar in a creep test as In a tensile test made at a much higher 
appearance aceording to the orientation of the basal planes strain rate The possibility remains then,that the thick-
in the graphite relative to the section en uiaed no r deposits producedin teats made above about 2500 C 
transition from one appearance to heother has boun 	 may significantly affe t the creep behavior observed 
observed n occur very sharply as this angle was chmed 
bat the preclse angleat whia the transition occurred VI PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

could not be determined becauseof ambigities in ma-

uring theorlensation, of non-piarar graphite layees A Sound-Velocity Stdies (P E Armstroni 

in an sttapt todetennane this transition anglemore A series of measurements has beonmade on a groupprecisely sections were enmined whicls hadbosn cut at 
of hot-molded pitcheionded graphite specimers made 
rious angle. through a specimen of pyrotic graphite from the products of grinding commercial GradeYB F 
those structure hadbeen improved by a high-tempera- graphite I. a fluid-energr mill The pmficiers, listed 
tore swivelng eatment. Loclly the graphite layers in Table21, were Inthe form of rectangular porallelcpl-
were essmi ally Mit, andgoodangular measurements pds 0 5x 0 5 x2 0in , machined from 2 5-1adi[a 
were possible twas foundthat when the angle betwen molded discs 'Thin-rod resonance frequencies and 
he soarace. nlaed andle ave ge basl plane orlents-	 3MR. palum-trimlinveloci wrtieere determined and 
Uon was 40oor less, the graphit structure appeared compared with thin-rod measurements previously made 
scaly W.n this angle w 48 or more, It sppeared .. 0 25-in din red.machined from the same discs 'The 
apear catechnique)onme0rA20-inedin rods machined 
lassacllar At ange. between45 and 48r the aearance 3MItzpuise was csentially absorbed by specimens 5-4-3 
was a mixture of scaly and lamellarcaims S-5-3and S-6-3, made from the coarser fillers so tht 
4 Terted Cree8a oeimens no detectble signal reached the receiving tranoduces 
The "thin-rced" resonance measurements on the ree-
Three spec.nes of AAQI graphite which had been tagulr specimens produced Young's modulus values 
insted in I le creep were examined mlcrocopically which were within 4% of previous thin-rod measurements 
particularly todeterame te satresad t bcluaess of on0 25-in dig rods 
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TABLE 21 
SOUND-VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS ON HOT-MOLDED, PITII-BONDED ORAPHITES SERIES S 
2-ndi 
0 25-1a 
Thlin nod 
Young's 
Rlectoanglar Paralelepiped
young's * "Thin-tod'* nulk 
Specimen Filler Used Dnsit , Moulus Dent%, Modulus VlocLty Velocity 
No Lt o % s 1 ar___1____1 n o. 0, 1 
S-2A-3 T(YBF)-12 99 83 2 998 
1 802 3 084 1 861 3 212 1 36 1 31 
---...... ...... 1 
00 
S-3-1 T(YBF)-4 43 3 	 1 876 2 752 ............
 
1 872 2 765 1 866 	 2 139 1 25 1 31*
 
... ..... . . ... 0 01
 
S-4-3 TYBF)-2 16 7 	 1 832 1 807 ... ......... 
1 827 1 746 1 91 1 866 ...... 
S-5-3 T(YBF)-1 10 4 	 1 820 2 484 ... ......... 
1 843 1 502 1 840 1 536 ...... 
S-G-I GP(YBF)-6 2 6 	 1 788 1 140 ............ 
1 793 1 021 1 783 1 134 ---. ... 
With-gai 
AnW .-grin
 
Across-grain 
Bulk velocities from pulse-transmssion measure- graphite made from the finest flour which is csetanc­
ments in theary cannot be compared directly te thin-rod tropic 
velocities, although in this cas e values differ byonly 
about 5% rho ratio of bulk velocities perpendicular ad Sasis vs D,'ame yw .'s aP r- Amastrem 
parallel to the pressing direction yields one kind o an­
isotropy ratio This was 1 31 for specimen S-2A-3 e oger envovi edw thebasisn . ptcn saicLa-l 
made from the fiaest filler, and 2 15 for specimen S-3-4 wht ) mitauIe mehma 

made from the next coarser flour The squares of these 	 modulus determined yoamicalb (e g by a resornace 
ratios, 1 72 and4 62 shouldapproeimat e snisot(opy 
is the sameas that which would he detemined 
ratios with regard to Young's moduli There is n ob-	 Ioatnina' Ce in a es t ae ten teter 
stath~ally (a I, Ina loo, strun-rat tensile test) at veryou. correlation between these two Sets of snlaotrol ra- low loads or after a few cyclesofloading andusndoadng 
ties and ratios for the same aphites based on electrical Dynamic Young's modulus bastherefore been used gener­
resltivIty, thermal expansionor crystallographic or- ally In this series of reports without comment 
eoation, except that allof them indicate a relatively high Recent expormens on AAQI graphita described in 
degree of anisotroy in both samples In properties detail in a topical report on thatmaterial nowbeing pre­
other than bulk velocity andYoung,' modulus, it is no pared,suggestht thisainumpton may aotbecorrect 
11 
at least for resin-bon~ded grarites Shedynamic mess- signff.Iantly lower than te dynamic modull of the same 
urtante tnvolhed were %ery rcproducible and are report- specimens although distinctly higher than those derived
 
oi yer consta-n, all statlc measure- from the regular tensile tests In view of the anelastic
Ah confidence 
mnts ere made in low strain-rate tensile hns during behai or of graphite it Is POssible that -- even at room 
Initial loading of pro loul unstrined specimens, and temperature -- this indicates a time-dependent relaxation 
using an oi1li tra king system for strain measurements which reduces theapparent modulus in a "statlc' test 
Pbraveral reass thequality of the statie measure- Unless and ultl this is demonstrated, however it Is alm-
minM was not hIgh liowe,,r, for temperatures below pier Is assume tat for this tyi_ofhfgraphite,ptsutlaatleastOcr 
about I0C they appeared to indlcat. a static modulus stress-strain cur e is quite strongly curved even at very 
which initiall w.a considerably belowthe dynamic medu- low stresses 
las a.lt h it increased romewhaton repeated loading 

Aboc 100 C the initial C (1) T ah)
static modulus appeared to do- Torsional Properties 
ertase quiterpidly with lnereasing temperature while 
Sixteen specimens of commercial GradeAUC graphite
thOLdsame moduluscontinued to Increase tossard a max have beentested In toralon at room temperature In a re. 
im.m value near 2300 C contly-completed torsional adapter for an Istron meches-
In a prelimcloare exploration of te relation betwen teal ester Average modulus of rupture Was 1985psi 
ataminand d nasoic values of Yong's modulus in resin- with stnda deviation of as5psi Additional testa are 
hondedgrapite. bothtype of meaurements were made planned on the same material to Investigate the usefulness 
at rom eamprature on three specimens of AAQ1 graph- Inthis application of a quick-setting opoxycement, to 

'it having gage sections 0 a.-in di. awl 9 is long attach specimen ends to loading fixtures If this cement 

Dynaic eanurehnih ware ade bfA hin-re reo- issatlsfactory its use will greatly reduce the time re-

c3c 1 Whichgavevalues of 2 3T xdled quired for sampIe preparation
technique 
2 37a c 106 And2 l8e Ac106 psi for the Individual rods
 
Static measurement sere made ina low-level stress- D Creep Properties and Mechanisms 6V V Green.
 
strain appatratusit hich slowb -applieddead-weight E G yukon. Weertman)
 
loading is ucedtodevelop tensile stress up to about 22 

am tral. is.eare fihan ferAin1 I.1 AnboAndOdGraphite 

In sateofeasremntsandr vl~e nst~net~ton careul 

In spsiteof precise Instrum~entation, careful measurements Primarily to compare the operation andresults of a 
anm "ae of a %er,b% stressrange smile modulus mine. newcreep-testing furnace with those of the uit previously 
sted broadly and erratically from speimen. to spec- used, several additional tensile creep tests have been 
imen andduring s .ccessive made on AAQI graphite Two tests at 2500 C and 5260cycls of loading and unload-
lngthe manse specimen Moletprobably values were psi gave results which agreedwell with those previously 
Jdged leabe 2 12 A a0b,2 25.106 and 2 01 X 106psi reported for the same temperature and stress A change-
lad vs extension record, were generally curved during In-lesel indicated waaatZ720%3 Oat creep rate 

OA first cycle or tao of loading their lope decreasing properthenl compared with
AsOne0 Dpower of stress. 
with Increasing strain becoming essentiully linear in previously-reported vlues of7 8at 2500'C and 9 2at 

latercycles Usually butrt Always Alerl ng 2 AoThermal
latesualycylesbt nt awaysa lwer2oadng Aechssse-in-nmpsrsture test over the range
 
rate (4 . d l/mis) gave lower and less conistent modu- 2409' t 2050'C ga a ppart activat o r for
240Group 
t. values than did Ahigher rate (D 0 psl/mln) Modulus tensile creep of232kesl/mele, compared with about 250 
measured during leading wasusually, but kcal/mole reportedsetalways previously 
lower than tat measured during subsequent unladng nameseresults are felt to represent good agreement 

Stitlc Young's i In this waywere with thoseobtained on te same graphite in the system
moduli determined 
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levioutly td 
2Frnecure-Meehanics Studies 
An attempt s being madeto apply the techiq0 of 
ft acture mechanics t the problem of creep Ingraphite 
Te equations used In fracture mechanics have been mod-[fled to include consideration of time-dependent creep 
Attilnahihly.aittropcsystm Atileat mthemt-
icallv thepicture that Isbeing developed resembles cer­
tAs dislocation models of crack extension and opening In 
more conventional
materials 
Experimenlly, tensile bars of thesame design as 
thOse previously used for sequential microscopy have been 
machined from ZTA graphite, with the tensile axis paral­
lelto thepreferred c-axis direction so that large strains 
till precede fracture Under creepcondlitions, a hole 
drilled through the center of the gouge section as been 
observed to gre wby spreading of cracks normal to the ten­
son axis outward from the edges of the hole At first the 
creep strain is so localized that it does not measurably in­
crtasethegage length of the specimen However, local 
strain can ho measured at this stage by interrupting the 
creep tests at intervals and photographing the same areas 
on the specimens repeatedly at moderately high magnifi­
as creep Iscontinued,
caton Subsequently, theAnnein
 
which cracks develop spreads throughout the specimen 
the increase in gage length becomes easily measurable 
E Ahral Coduetlvin In Waner} 
Samples of AAQI graphite have been furnished to 
LAIL Group N-i for their Indepondeat measurements of 
itstermalconductivitynhlotof VaphitoIstunform
 
eade
enoughunt and sufficiently well characterized so that It may 
prove tbe useful ass reference material for high-tom­
immune conductivitymcasuromend
 
conductivities of specimens of Armco iron, 
molybdenum, and tungsten, which will be used by LASL0MB-Il asgreferencepmaterials in anseriesyoem-
Greg, CNB-11 asreference ina ries-omn­materials ..

parons conductivity apparatus, were determined by the 
flash-clffielvlty
technique
 
F Thermal Expansion (P Waser. P 2 Armetrons 
Incollaboration with oier NERVA-ROVER Labora­
oin,i MF-13 Part ipleting In a "onma-rbin"series 
ofhigh-temperaturo measurementsonth rral-expansion

asml fP0 rd hCI rpie Tom 
a samplo ofPOCO Grad. AM-5Q graphite w [ns­
pindent soe of measurements will be made InCMP-13 
wihwl c oprdwt h eut fmaueet 
which will becompared with ofMeasurements
 
by other laboratories 
I3
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